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we think it's a game that will be a fun addition to the playstation network, and we hope that it will continue to get
better. while it's still in development, we think darkwatch has a lot of potential and has a bright future ahead. you'll
eventually reach a room with an odd assortment of darkwatch guards. there are three you'll need to take out first,

and the easiest way to do that is to use the mystic armor power, which will make them invulnerable for a short
period of time. this is especially useful against the guard that's on the left of the room; keep in mind that you'll have

to use the mystic armor power before the shield wears away, and since there's no way to increase the duration of the
power, it's not possible to use the shield again until it's recharged. after that's taken care of, move on to the other

two guards, and when they start shooting at you, move behind the wall, as the shields they use will not penetrate the
wall. there is a large blind in this room, so you'll want to take the time to kill it with judgement. after that's done,

move onto the room with the furnace in it. the furnace is surrounded by darkwatch soldiers; be careful not to open
the door and let them in. once you're done with them, the last two in the room, the door you came through will be

locked and you'll have to kill the darkwatch soldiers that are outside it. the easiest way to do that is to use the mystic
armor power to make the darkwatch soldiers invulnerable for a short period of time. this way, you can move around

freely and get a little bit of distance between you and the door, where you can deal with the door lock with your
silver bullets.
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While the rules about not
killing yourself are generally

good to abide by, it's not
really at all a big deal if you

do get yourself killed if you're
dead anyway. Fear Mighty ,

like a lot of the best bosses in
Darkwatch, tends to follow
you around in the instance
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you beat the main boss in a
room. It'll usually follow you

out of the room, and will
immediately attack you when
you return to the instance, so

be sure to run into other
rooms to regroup before

engaging it again. Be sure to
pull the Soul Stealer power
out before engaging it (and
try to find an enemy to get
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the Soul Thief first), or you'll
have to fight Fear Mighty

while you're already low on
blood and souls. The four

player co-op mode included
in this package is simple in

concept, but much like
playing on the PC version, it
is just as feature-packed as

the single player game.
Whether you're playing the
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"Assassin" and "Versatile"
roles as the folks playing the

game via the A.I. or solo, your
abilities will reflect who you
choose to play as, and you
can switch back and forth
between both characters

without any problems. Only a
few levels are designed for co-

op, but those that are have
some very enjoyable
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minigames designed into
them. There are even some
areas that are specifically

designed for four-way co-op,
and the changes to the AI

behavior in those areas is a
definite plus. Aside from the

co-op mode, Darkwatch
doesn't include any other

extra modes or anything, but
its multiplayer here in the PC
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version is as nicely integrated
as it could possibly be. If the
PC version was strictly single
player, with a little bit of co-

op thrown in, it would be near
perfect; this is effectively the

same thing. If you really,
really want to play Darkwatch
by yourself, this version is as
well-designed as the console
versions and it will certainly
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stand on its own. 5ec8ef588b
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